We Follow in Her Footsteps…
Celebrating Mama’s Life of Renunciation, Tapasya and Service…
Special Points for Mama’s Month (June)

1. Mama would say: “Always see God, the Father, and follow Brahma Baba. If you wish to become perfect then constantly remember Shiv Baba, follow His shrimat and emulate Brahma Baba. Hukmi hokum chala raha hai (The One giving you orders is making you move). Never doubt Shiv Baba. Become completely viceless.”

2. Mama had unlimited power of determination. No one could influence or make her waver once she had a determined thought. Having strong faith in whatever directions Baba gave, she inspired us to carry it through. As was her determination, so was her admirable faith in the intellect. Mama’s activities clearly proved that she was a natural Radhe, Mother of the Yagya.

3. Mama was fearless. She was a lioness, the practical embodiment of power, and equally detached and unaffected. She was not body-conscious but her intoxication of self-respect was far more than of any other individual.

4. Mama would say, one should not repeat a mistake. Mama never taught by preaching; she taught us through her actions. The personality of purity sparkled from Mama’s life. She was the living idol of divine virtues.

5. Mama was never interested in what was being cooked for the day. She accepted whatever she received with love. She never once said - Today, there is less or more salt in the food. Today the vegetable has been prepared well (or not). Whilst having her meals, she never looked anywhere else but would sit quietly to eat and then leave. She accepted her meals as Prasad (food blessed by God). Wherever Baba said anything to Mama, she never questioned it; she always said, “Yes, Baba, Ha Ji Baba”; she had a lot of regard for Baba.

6. Mama was absolutely royal. She never laughed loudly; she merely smiled. She could not get angry at all. She would say, “Lust, anger, ego etc. are the doorways to hell and so you children should not become angry. No matter what happens, never get angry”.

7. If someone had made a mistake, how could they possibly say it was all right? Mama would then say, “Please pay attention in future. Don’t let this mistake be repeated.” Mama never asked why this mistake occurred. What happened had happened, but she would lovingly give them the method and strength to reform themselves.
8. Mama’s instructions always had an unlimited connotation. Her motives came from the adi (original) and anadi (eternal) perspectives. She viewed every matter and person from an unlimited standpoint.

9. Mama’s unlimited drishti, attitude, and feelings were the reason she could inculcate so many divine virtues. Being the embodiment of strength, she feared no one. She was constantly stabilised in yoga. Her sense organs were always under control. She gave everyone motherly love.

10. She had 100% faith in her own future and Baba’s elevated versions. She accepted whatever Baba said, and became the embodiment. Everything about Mama was powerful – whether it was in knowledge, yoga, inculcation or service. Mama was not attracted to anyone nor did she dislike anybody. She belonged to everyone and made everyone belong to her. Mama was a Shakti, a Mother, and an extraordinary Embodiment of Attainments.

11. Mama was accurate in everything. Every task she undertook went on systematically. Mama never verbalized any teaching or how to do service; she taught by doing it herself. Mama would be the first to sit down to cut vegetables or clean grains, and others followed.

12. Mama used to say, “Our efforts should be incognito and not showy. One should not leave one’s duty in service and go and sit in meditation away from everyone else. Whilst performing all tasks and living with others, one needs to make incognito efforts.”

13. Mama used words very little but actions more. She performed the task practically and taught others the same. Mama followed all these rules of conduct herself and then taught to children. Mama never considered any of Baba’s directions or orders to be ordinary. She thought of Baba’s orders as God, the Almighty Baba’s orders.

14. Mama did not have particular liking for certain foods. She never complained or commented about yagya-prasad. Whatever she was given, no matter how much or how it was presented, she accepted it respectfully and devoid of any desire.

15. Mama was a mine of virtues, 16 celestial degrees complete, full of all virtues and the maryadas of the elevated clan. Mama’s virtues and task made her ‘Mama’.

16. She became Mama due to the power with which she took care of her responsibilities, her greatness, method of instructing and teaching others, and her good behaviour towards everyone. Mama won all hearts with her power of love and sustenance and thus became Mother of the Yagya.

17. Mama had unshakeable faith in Shiva Baba as well as drama. Mama would say, “As much as you have faith in Baba, you should keep faith in the drama as well. It is only then that you can maintain a stable stage in your spiritual life. Throughout her life, Mama’s faith in drama was immovable and unshakeable, she remained stable constantly. No matter how adverse the situations or obstacles were, Mama remained immovable and unshakeable, faced them with a smile and became victorious.

18. Mama had so much faith in everything Baba said that she could not tolerate any child of the yagya passing comments on Baba’s words. She had unlimited trust and love for Baba’s elevated versions.
19. Mama was the treasure-store of virtues and powers. Mama had an avyakt and angelic form. Mama’s effort-making was natural and easy. This made her to attain complete stage easily.

20. Nothing that happened in Mama’s life ever made her faith fluctuate to the slightest degree. Mama would speak unflinchingly and with complete faith. This was one of her greatest specialites.

21. Mama never speculated about the knowledge, that is, she related only what the Supreme soul has not clearly talked about, we tend to conjecture that it might be like this or mean that we attempt to blend the directions of our mind (manmat) with Godly directions (shrimat).

22. Knowledge means having the understand of both your powers and drawbacks. Mama was knowledgeable about both, which is why she went ahead in purusharth.

23. Mama was the complete, living Goddess of divine virtues. Her thoughts were as unshakeable as a mountain’ words were sweet and full of essence and actions, elevated and accurate.

24. Mama was yog-yukt, mature and silent that the atmosphere around her always remained peaceful and could be practically felt by everyone. One felt her to be a walking light-house and might-house. Mama walked like an angel. Residents of the ashram (Madhuban) would not even know when Mama had passed them by or when she would come and stand quietly behind them, inspecting their tasks or activities. Mama’s words were very sweet, full of love and respectful.

25. Whichever topic Mama took up, she explored its extreme depts. Along with depth, her method of teaching was very simple, easy and interesting.

26. Mama’s dharna was of the highest quality. Mama used to speak very little. She had developed the natural stage of being lost in love, in the Supreme Soul’s remembrance. The vibrations around her gave the experience of belonging and comfort. Each one of her words was merged in knowledge, or rather; knowledge was merged in every pore of her being.

27. Mama’s organising capabilities were very elevated and splendid. She was efficient in the art of making everyone work in unison. If Baba mentioned something as a example, Mama would immediately inculcate it she was number one in this aspect. Her way of instantly dedicating her life known as ‘jhatku’ (sacrificed in one shot) became an ideal for numerous brothers and sisters and a source of inspiration to uplift many lives.

28. Mama repeatedly read the Supreme Soul’s elevated versions with great interest and understanding. According to her, Murli is the only method of making one’s life complete and perfect.

29. Mama’s manner of explaining any point of knowledge with full authority made the listener easily believe in its accuracy; all doubts were clarified.

30. Mama was perfect with all divine qualities or rather, she was the mother of divine virtues. She accepted the divine qualities of others; she was the living idol of introversion, maturity, steadfastness, sweetness, cheerfulness, contentment, the detached observer, purity, politeness, with an immovable, unshakeable and stable stage, and had complete faith in drama.